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Abstract.

This thesis investigates the effect of introducing a small amount of

collisions into the calculation of the growth rates of certain types of

instabilities encountered in collisionless plasma shock theory. In particular
it is concerned with the coupling of Bernstein modes to the ion acoustic

instability to give the beam cyclotron instability.

Other investigators are discussed who have considered the effects of V.B
and non-linearity on this coupling of modes and have shown that the Bernstein
modes are damped out by these effects. In order to consider the effects of

collisions in plasma physics there are two main collision models used, namely

the Fokker-Planck model and the simpler model due to Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook.

In chapter two these models are contrasted and the Fokker-Planck model

chosen as the one appropriate for dealing with charged particles.

In chapter three an outline is given of a formal solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation derived by Dougherty 196U. This is a Green's type solution

involving integration of unperturbed orbits.

In chapter four an analytic solution of the integrals involved in the

formal solution is given and a dispersion relation is derived. The analytic
solution is based on the method of steepest descents and the tedious
calculations involved are put in an appendix.

In chapter five the dispersion relation is discussed for two temperature

regimes of physical interest and expressions for the growth rate of the

instabilities including collisions are calculated. A criterion by which
collisions damp out the resonances is derived. It can be seen from this
criterion that the Bernstein modes are highly susceptible to collisional

damping.

In chapter six a solution of the simpler B,G,K model is given and is
used to consider the effect of collisions on the ion-acoustic instability.

Finally a summary of the results is given and compared with the work of

Lampe et_ al. (1972) and Priest and Sanderson (1972).
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I Introduction

This thesis investigates the effect of introducing a small

amount of collisions into the calculation of the growth rates of

certain types of instabilities encountered in collisionless plasma

shock theory.

By a collisionless shock, one means a shock in a fully ionized

plasma such that it cannot be adequately described by collisional

effects alone. In these cases the collective interaction of the

plasma, as described by its self-consistent field, can excite

instabilities which lead to turbulence and hence to irreversible

behaviour.

The model used is that of a fully ionised plasma of magnetized

electrons and unroagnetized ions. The ions may be treated as

unmagnetised as the shock thickness is much greater than the electron

Larmor radius but much less than the ion Larmor radius. In the

presence of an external magnetic field this leads to a relative drift

between the ions and electrons and in particular to a macroscopic

Z x B drift which can serve as an energy source for the growth of

unstable waves.

Other authors have considered the effect of plasma inhomogeneities

such as gradients in density, temperature and magnetic field which can

lead to particle drifts, but in this calculation the only drift

considered is the basic E_ x B_drift. As Sanderson and Priest (1972)
have shown this model is only consistent in the limit of vanishing 0

where

8ttP P = Gas Pressure
Pe ~ B 2 (1.1)

B = magnetic field
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The basic instability which we shall be concerned with is the

beam cyclotron instability. This is a short-wavelength instability

with,

kp » 1 (1.2)
e

k = wave number, p = electron Larmor radius.' Ke

In the temperature regime Tg >> T^ this instability is due to the
coupling of electron Eernstein modes to the ion acoustic wave.

When Tg = T^ the Bernstein modes couple with warm ions.
The principal motive behind this work is to investigate the

effect of electron-electron collisions on the Bernstein modes. In

particular it is of interest to investigate the manner in which these

collisions might destroy the coherence of the electron resonances.

When T » T., the destruction of these resonances means in effect
e l

that the beam cyclotron instability reverts to the normal ion acoustic

instability with a consequent reduction in growth rate. As this

instability has been suggested as a possible mechanism to account for

the so called anomalous transport coefficients encountered in

collisionless plasma shock theory, this growth rate is not without

physical interest.

The smearing out of the electron resonances has been investigated

in two other distinct ways, both without considering collisions.

In a linear theory, Sanderson and Priest (1972), have looked

at the effect of a VB drift on the coherence of the Bernstein modes,

and in a non-linear theory, Lampe et al (1972) consider turbulent

wave-particle interactions which cause cross-field diffusion of the

electrons. The work presented in this thesis is in no way competitive

with these theories but is of interest in its own right.

In the linear case it is found that the VB drift has a stabilising

effect due to the disruption of the sharp resonance otherwise
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occurring when,

u>-k.V+mQ=0 (1.3)
o e

cj = wave frequency, Vq is the E x drift velocity,
m is an integer and,

r, eB _ c.

e = mc ^r>0 ~ frequency.

When the VB drift is ignored all the electrons drift with the

same macroscopic drift velocity Yq and therefore all the electrons
participate in the resonance. The YB drift

eV2
V =

B 2f2
e

is a function of particle energy.

B = B (1+ex) where o < e << 1
— ~o

When this is included this induces a spread in the drift velocities

and the sharp resonance is smeared out. Some numerical calculations

by Gary (1971) have shown that the YB drift reduces the growth rate

for the m = 1 Bernstein mode by an order of magnitude for $e = .36.
In the non-linear theory of Lampe et al (1972), the wave

amplitudes of the unstable spectrum become large enough to perturb

the electron orbits. With the assumption that the wave spectrum

is randomly phased, the random motion of the electrons can be described

in terms of a diffusion. The sharp resonances which would otherwise

occur when (1.3) held true are now altered by a resonance broadening

term,

Au>. = k2D
k

where D is the crcss-field diffusion coefficient. (1.3) now becomes,

w - k.V + i Au). tmfi = 0 (1.4)
o k e
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As D is dependent on the field amplitudes this term smears out

the coherence of the resonances.

The analysis presented in the paper suggests that when,

Qe
Aui > — (1.5)

k ir

the diffusion becomes an important factor and the electrons

are untied from the field lines over distances and times

characteristic of the beam cyclotron instability and the magnetic

field drops out of the dispersion relation. The remaining dispersion

relation is tohe one appropriate to the ion-acoustic instability in

a magnetic field free plasma. This of course leads to a major reduction

in the growth rate of the instability.

Lampe et al (1972) have carried out a series of computer simulation

experiments which are essentially in agreement with this theory. In

particular there is a marked transition from the beam cyclotron to

the ion acoustic instability at the level of turbulence predicted

by the non-linear theory. Moreover the band structure of the beam

cyclotron instability associated with the Bernstein modes is seen

before the transition but disappears after, as would be expected in

a transition to an ion acoustic instability. The growth rates at

both stages are in good agreement with the theory.

In looking at the effect of collisions on the Bernstein modes

in the linear theory of this thesis the collision model used is

the Fokker-Planck. The c&lculations are based on the paper of

Dougherty (1964), in which he derived a formal solution. This solution

is discussed in chapter III. In chapter IV the dispersion relation

is derived and in chapter V it is discussed in the temperature

regimes T >> T. and T = T.. In chapter II the Fokker-Planck model
e i e l r

is examined and the simpler collision model due to Bhatnagar, Gross

and Krook (1954) is also considered. This model is less

physically correct than the Fokker-Planck and is used by many authors
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because its solution is much more mathematically tractable. In

chapter VI its solution is discussed and it is used to consider

the effect of collisions on the ion-acoustic instability. In

the appendix we have put most of the tedious calculations involved

in working out the asymptotic approximation of the integrals

needed in the derivation of the dispersion relation.

The starting point of plasma kinetic theory is the kinetic

equation governing the one-particle distribution function f^(jc,v,t)
where i = species. The plasma distribution function is a measure

of the number of molecules of each species in an element of phase

space at any instant in time. The collisional Maxwell-Vlasov

equations will be used throughout. These are,

3fi v.9 fp e

3t 3x 111

V x B
E + = =

3V

3fi
3t

(1.6)

along with the usual Maxwell equations. As we will be interested

in longitudinal wave motion, Maxwell's equations are used in the

electrostatic limit.

3f
Here represents the interactions between close particles3t i

for which the smoothing out procedure in deriving the self-consistent

fields E and B is inaccurate. These interactions or events are

'3ftermed collisions. The actual construction of is a matter
ci 3t

I >

of great difficulty, most expressions involving integral functions

of t itself. Hence the need to use model equations such as the

Fokker-Planck or the B.G.K., arranged to have a similar mathematical

form to the real one and of about the same magnitude. The determining

factor in the choice of physical model is the type of collision relevant

to the problem and the amount of physical exactitude-necessary to deal

with it properly. In a fully ionized plasma the collisions are due

to coulomb interactions and in investigating the coherence of electron

resonances the more relevant model is the Fokker-Planck.



tc\

II. Collision models for a plasma

In a fully ionized plasma, the collisions cannot he considered to he

predominantly binary, and a significant deflection of the charged particle

is more likely to he due to the cumulative effect of many coulomb

interactions rather than to a single close collision. The actual formula

r^v\for y^\^in this general case is not known hut considerable progress has
been made with model equations of the Pokker-Planck type.

An alternative, simpler model useful when collisions are predominantly

binary, for example when the molecules are not ionized, is the B.O.K. model

used by many authors. These models are discussed and contrasted with their

respective limitations in this chapter. The B.CJ.K. is considered first.

This arises from altering the collision terms in the Boltsjmann

collision integral for a classical molecular gas. It is suitable for

large angle binary collisions and finds some applicability in plasmas where

there are still neutrals, or it can be used to give a rough approximation

in a fully ionized plasma. Its main justification in the latter case is

that it is much more mathematically tractable than the Pokker-Planck.

The form of the B.G.K. collision term is,

where "Y* is the collision frequency and "^max is a suitable Maxwellian
distribution. This form suggests itself from the consideration of the

Boltzmann collision integral for a molecular gas. The Boltzmann collision

integral can be split into two parts, one part representing particles

removed or absorbed from a definite velocity range by collisions, the other

part representing the particles emitted into that range by collisions .

In the B.G.K. there is an absorption term represented by and an

emission term by*>f^max. Hence the B.G.K. is essentially a relaxation
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model for the plasma in which the collisionstend to relax the disturbed

plasma to a Maxwellian distribution function.

The collision frequency ">f is assigned an a priori value which is

independent of velocity. Any physically exact collision frequenoy would

necessarily be dependent on local density and temperature, but for small

amplitude disturbances about a uniform state it is permissible to take

some averaged collision frequency.

The B.G.K. has the property of instantaneously conserving particle

number, momentum and energy. The manner in which max is chosen requires

some caution as the following argument shows. Considering small

perturbations about a uniform state, that is letting,

where is a Maxwellian distribution, an obvious

first choice for ^ max is to let,

This is unsatisfactory as it does not conserve particles locally as can be

shown by integrating (2.1) over velocity space and represents in an exagger¬

ated fashion the tendency for the plasma to relax towards a Maxwellian

distribution, since the equation requires particles to disappear where there

is an excess and to re-appear where there is a defioiency in both physical

and velocity space. The distribution ^ max should be chosen so that it

has the same total density in physical 3pace as ^ « In which case,

\»V- as V is chosen to be independent of velooity (2.3)

Defining



and with the appropriate definitions for and the expression for ^ max

finally becomes,

^
Uo L ^ i

We will now return to give a discussion of the more sophisticated

Fokker-Planck equation.

It can be shown, Montgomery and Tidman (196^), that a Fokker-Planck
1*V\

equation can be derived from the Boltzmann expression for derived

for a classical molecular gas. The main assumption in this derivation

being that, for the range of parameters under consideration, the collisions
in the plasma are two-body encounters involving small momentum transfers.

Alternatively if the particles are imagined to be in a homogeneous, field-

free plasma undergoing a random type motion similar to Brownian motion as

a result of a large number of small deflections, then the Fokker—Planck

equation can be derived in its own right without recourse to expanding the

Boltqmann integral for a molecular gas.

l*V\
The expression obtained for in both the above derivations

consists of two terms of the basic form.

(2.5)

where A. and B.. are the friction and diffusion coefficients respectively.
i ij

The first gives rise to a slowing down effect and the second to a spreading
out of an initial stream of uni-directional particles.

In the derivation of the Fckker-Planck model from the Boltzmann

collision integral, it was necessary to take into account the dielectric

properties of the plasma; for example, the shielding effect of a plasma
on any charge imbalance and the field limitation of this imbalance. In



this manner the Pokkar-Planck model embodies the fact that the Debye

shielding length is an effective range for coulomb interactions rather than

the potential which would apply in a vacuum. The B.G.K. equation does not

give a representation of any diffusion process in the plasma or the screening

or dielectric properties embodied in the Fckker-Planck model.

The coefficients and B— are themselves complicated funotionals of

, and Dougherty (1964) using simplified forms of and IT. satisfying

the physical conditions of conservation of number density, momentum and

energy derived a formal solution for small perturbations harmonic in space

and time. These conservation laws imply that

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The other condition on A^, B— is that the only solution of

shall be t e Maxwellian distribution, where the number density, drift

velocity and temperature are arbitrary,

Dougherty takes,



where *Y~ =» collision frequency. With this choice of coefficients the

conservation laws are satisfied. This choice makes the friction

coefficient proportional to velocity and the diffusion coefficient isotropio

and independent of velooity. We again assign an a priori value to"Y*

subject to the same limitations as in the B.O.K. case. The kinetic

equation becomes,

u *Ar ~iH Hi" (2,11)
In a fully ionized plasma, with the ions treated as cold, the only

collisions to be considered are electron - electron and electron — ion.

If we consider both this leads to a coupling of the kinetic equations

through their collision terms. To avoid this mathematical difficulty we

shall consider only electron - electron collisions. When considering the

problem of collisional effects on the coherence of Bernstein modes it is

sufficient to consider electron- electron collisions.



III Formal solution of the Fokker-Planck equation

We will give an outline of Dougherty's (1964) formal solution of the

Fokker-Planck equation which is used in this thesis.

In this paper small perturbations harmonic in space and time are

taken about a uniform steady state of a plasma in the presence of a

uniform magnetic field. A single species plasma is considered, and the

linearized kinetic equation of its distribution function is,

where a = small additional acceleration in the perturbed state due to the

perturbations in the self-consistent fields E and B.

The relationships between the perturbation quantities ^ u T^
and f% are given by,

Mv(3.2)

The equations (3.3) and (3.4) are substituted into (3»1) and the left hand

side of (3.1) written as Df% where D is a linear differential operator in



velocity space. It is supposed that the equation,

where h is some function harmonic in space and time, can be solved

symbolically so that

The formal solution of (3.1) for f, is then,

J*

6)

For the purposes of investigating the plasma problem under consider¬

ation the details of f% are not required. All that is required to find
the contribution which a species makes to the charge and current

densities is N and u. From (3.2) (3.3) it can be seen that N, and u

involve moments of in velocity space. It is convenient to introduce

a set of H functions defined as the following,

% ^>. (3.7)

Each suffix of H labels the component of V to be inserted in the

appropriate place in the integral. In this notation (3.2) (3.3) and

(3.4) can be rewritten as,

Hv- £ •* 12 -3>Y*\ (3" 8)

^ -\A



N,+h»T, - «

(3.10)

Prom the linearized equation for the continuity of charge,

G (3.11)

it is possible to express Nt simply in terms of^.u. Therefore it is

sufficient to solve (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) for u alone to obtain,

(3.12)

where,

tvs
\K% \ — r-~ |3.13)

Writing (3.12) in explicit matrix notation,

u - v tVv^

then solving for u

where I » identity matrix*.v



The problem now consists in solving (3.5) for the particular plasma

problem of interest, and in finding the explicit forms of the H functions.

To solve (3.5) Dougherty uses a Green's function type of solution. The

actual details of this solution are quite tedious and it is sufficient for

the purposes of this outline to note that in constructing the Green's

function solution of (3.5) it is necessary to integrate fj along the

unperturbed orbits of the plasaa, When collisions are conoidorod there is

an additional frictional contribution -Yv; to the acceleration and a

spreading out of the orbit due to the diffusion term Y», 01,

In the details of the construction of the Green's function, it is

necessary to manipulate the matrix of coefficients of the differential

operator D. It has been noted, Buneman (1961), that in the presence of

an external magnetic field the following change of coordinates diagonalises

these matrices with a consequent reduction in the amount of tedious

calculation needed.

(3.15)

When using the Greek suffixes,^%y^to denote these new coordinates
(3.12) becomes a tensor notation,

(3.16)

where,

17)



Prom Dougherty, the solution for the H functions can he expressed in

the following form,

f40 (3.18)

where,

(319)

+^?_\u»xvy\ (3.20)
<** W"- Vvrii" J tL jL

vWjV^1 +p\ J*W»A (3 21)
WvjlV ^ '

tj and J* are parameters which arise in the details of the formal
calculation of the H functions. The splitting of the argument of the

integral I into and ^ suggests itself by separating the linear part
in V> from the quadratic part. drops out of the calculation on
inserting Jk => Q in (3.18). In general after carrying out the
differentiation involved in (3.18) each H function can be expressed as,

V\- H#

where there are different functions H<\ for each of the H functions.



IV Derivation of the dispersion relation

The procedure adopted in this chapter is to first derive an

expression for the perturbation in the electron charge density in terms of

the H functions. The equation is then simplified by using the

approximations relevant to our problem, and then manipulated into a form

where it can be analytically solved by the method of steepest descents.

The tedious algebra involved at this stage is put into the appendix.

The starting point is the equation of continuity of charge.

o
(4.1)

where is a perturbed quantity.

Assuming a harmonic dependence of the form ^
for perturbed quantities, and letting

to* +

linearize (4«1) to obtain that^

Nu -- No Vvi (4.2)

Prom equation (3.14),

(4.3)

Lorentz's equation in the electrostatic limit states that



where ^ VV ^
UN ' * •>

m

electrostatic

potential

(4.4)

Combining (4.2), (4.3) and. (4.4)t and- writing in tensor notation,

(tvw

»».. .

(4-5)

In this form N% is expressed implicitly in terms of the H functions.

In the plasma problem, concerned with the effect of a small amount of

collisions on Bernstein waves in the short wave length approximation, the

following are valid approximations.

(1) YUA limit of weak collisional effect. (it is

physically obvious that for^f* gyroresonanca effects will be damped

by collisions.)

(2) - Q to eliminate Landau damping of the Bernstein

waves.

(3) the short-wavelength approximation.

This is the crucial approximation in our asymptotic treatment of the

H functions. (Appendix)

Approximation (2) allows us to take without

loss of generality. In the coordinate system defined by (3.15) this

implies that,

^- V
x V\ o x v' * vX =. (4.6)



w\

Using approximation (l) to obtain,

— (4.7)

(4.6) becomes,

*V-Xv]
: W\XxX_xvXl

itKui L **l^VO

Use approximation (l) to take,

* SJMVao^ f ' (4 9)

(4.8) becomes

\*VWSX
*Lv»>k"\ \ (4.10)

where the F function in (4.10) is the one appropriate to

rThis function is, Dougherty (1964),

11)

WV«jC^W-V»



where ° is the Kroneeker delta function.

With Ku - O

v.. (4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

Summing,

Prom (3.20) with

HV\ -. Wv£ Cy»*.viA - C^ys --£S^ (4.16)
where the suffix J^, has been dropped on and "V^T». »V

1 A

The proceedure in treating the integral in (4.10) is to take the lowest

order in"V possible using approximation (1) consistent with not losing

collisions completely, In this way (4.16) becomes,

~ ^\ \^-«.vjftai\ *A»m, *Y7\ (4 17)



and equation (4«15)>cu.au. cijuauxua \*r • 1 J J % _ A ^ ^

f t^ ^A\ tsVVy»\ <f Icrt.^ VLitvi
w* I <A *•U

(4.18)

r ".'fcvUS.*^%-Ng^VV.axH. iv jt . c.sv«v\-<^k^Jv\J\
»« 4 (4.19)

The asymptotic treatment of this integral is contained in the appendix.

This treatment is dependent on i.e. the short wavelength limit.

Quoting result from appendix,

(4.20)

where

This result is then inserted in Poisson equation,

v 3 species

V- Uv " '



u%\

This gives a dispersion relation of the form

(4.21)

where Kn- and Kg are the terms due to the ions and electrons respectively.

\V» - 1Lls\ (4.22)

V ■ Vi\V-vJ:
L \1

where,
mm

»Mb \i; -V&n.
>1* "

V\ --

WT\

drift velocity.

1(4.23)

W - H0<t

^\e

is the plasma dispersion function tabulated by Fried and Conte (961).
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V Discussion of the dispersion relation

The discussion deals in turn with the two temperature regimes

(i) Te» T^ in which the Bernstein modes couple with the ion-acoustic

wave, (ii) Tg =» in which they resonate with thermal ions.

(i) Te»T"1
For convenience of analysis take » 0« In this case

* (^_ \ cold ion approximation (5*1)

where the ions have anS Jl B drift relative to the electrons, and,

1.
w;

is the ion plasma frequency.

It facilitates the discussion if the collisionless case is outlined first,

(a) Ho collisions

For gyroresonance *■ tO% where

(5.2)

3)

Keeping only the resonant term in the dispersion relation,

v~ 1^-vV--, .0(3.\V»*W\ V V> ri-f i -

VvKV-vixA
which reduces to, * * |

\ - U»* \ -V V*. _ V«. Vto \_ - o '5-4)



iv^

If,

^ Q "the •oltrtlwk of (5-3) is,

S\» -- VC' M»
(5.5)

£r£Vb -,y.: ,>
l.^W\ v*

However for Tg » there exists a solution of
Since this solution yields a higher growth rate than that given "by (5»5)
it is of physical interest. Let - UO i"* *>e a solution of WV-0
W is the wave frequency of a Doppler shifted ion acoustic wave as one

can see by solution:—

W * VN is *- ^ \

RvV?
How consider, V

V>JN - ^^

\.u}\ c^^ ^ WN r. Va
(5.6)

From (5.3),

\V^\X (5.7)v

rearranging, t ^ = electron mass

' ion mass
t*v;

V-X (5.8)



This is an instability with a frequency near the

Bernstein modes, that is a beam oyclotron instability,

expression for the growth rate of the instability is,

^ ~ I^ —
— W\ \w\ Y'\

(b) Collisions

We now investigate the effects of collisions on this instability.

For gyroresonanoe,

Vu - tv JLq. %vu

ion acoustic and

From (5*8) an

(5-9)

The dispersion relation, with collisions included and only the resonant

term in the electron contribution retained is,

WvVfcX ~v>~ —. ^
X r~r— :

(5.10)

This thesis is principally concerned with the manner in which collisions

destroy the coherence of the electron resonances. The relevant resonant

term in the dispersion relation is,

(5.11)

vJV.
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Prom this term it can immediately he seen that if,

__

^ ^ (5-12)

there is no gyro-resonance. (5.12) implies that unless, (in the short

wavelength limit)

v (5.13)

the electron-electron collisions will destroy the resonance. (5-13)

confirms an estimate made by Dougherty(l964) by looking at the exponential

part of (4.19). In this thesis this estimate has been confirmed

analytically. The physical Interpretation of (5»13) is as follows.

The resonance owes its existence to the periodic motion of the

electrons in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. In the course

of one Larmor rotation the particle is subjected to numerous slight

deflections oausing an error in its velocity. This error is proportional

,0 a characteristic of a diffusion process. The corresponding
- -V^v

error in position is "V-*-\ . Typically, for a thermal particle, this
* v x-

error in position is of the order "V^jv \"*- after one cycle.

In order that the wave maintains coherence, this deflection must be much

less than a wavelength, thus leading to *y~

It is a matter of simple algebra to derive the result analogous to

(5.8) and with collisions added. It is

x

i\ fcy_! w.
(5.14)
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(ii) Te ■ ^ i

It again facilitates the discussion to consider the collisionless case

first.

(a) Wo collisions

For gyroresonance.

Keeping only the resonant term in the dispersion relation,

"
-

_ vJV.

orj.

(5.14)

This reduces to,

-V: « -_0

where

\ - viiv5k.\|,

T = T. implies that k• - k » Hence.
e 1 1 e

(5.15)

Y»- v*U i_ i- (M«)
V &



VvC\

where

vI-
U x ~ (5.17)

(5-16) is a solution only if By consulting the tables for

?V<\ ^^Fried and Conte (19^1it can be found that^for T = T.
for any t*i and (5*16) is a valid solution with maximum growth rate

occuring when \-V . In this case the Bernstein modes resonate with

thermal ions.

(b) Collisions

For gyroresonance,

UJX - ^v»5

Keeping only the resonant term in the dispersion relation,

"1 (5,18)
Vr\ "3^\.

By inspection, the same criterion as in (5-12) applies in ascertaining

whether collisionsquickly destroy the resonance, namely%

y c.< JXitv



ui\

It is again a matter of simple algebra to obtain the result

analogous to (5*16) with collisions added.

^ (5.,9)



Vl(a) Solution of the B.G.K. model equation

With the B.G.K. model, the collision term is,

^ c V. H, I (6.1)

where the subscript 1 refers to perturbed quantities as usual.

This equation, as discussed in chapter II is particularly

suitable for considering the effect of collisions between a species of

charged particles and neutral particles. In this model momentum and

energy are exchanged between the charged partioles and the neutrals.

The neutrals are considered to be at rest. The full kinetic equation is,

s*1 «...

Linearize about a Maxwellian distribution with,

allowing for a constant externally applied magnetic field ^

(6.3)
^ ^

E is treated as a perturbed quantity.

In dealing with this type of equation there are two typical approaches.

The first approach consists of Foorier transforming the equation in

X space, and Laplace transforming with respect to time and then attempting

to solve the differential equation in velocity space. The second method

is to consider the partial differential equation in and to solve by the



method of characteristics. This is the method analogous to the one used

to solve the Fokker-Planck equation and is the approach used "by Dougherty

(1963). This is the method discussed here.

It can he observed that if the termY on the right hand side of

(6.4) is ignored and perturbed quantities are assumed to be varying

harmonically like k. then the equation can be reduced to,

\U-w-V.v\V ^
(6.4)

The difference made by adding collisions in this way, to the wave

properties of the plasma is to Doppler shift the wave frequency by a

-V\
factor , which introduces a damping factor of the form ^ .

The charged particles are giving up some of their energy and momentum to

the neutral particles. This crude model had been used by many authors,

but it must be borne in mind that in this form it is open to the criticism

that it does not conserve particles locally.

When the additional collision term is included it is more convenient

to introduce the abbreviation,

r—: —*
*1 Ho

D is a differential operator in velocity space

A formal solution is then,

«> (6.5)

H Ho
(6.6)



From this the perturbed density can be written as,

(6.7)

rora xnxs une perxuroea aensixy can ce wrixxen c

u, - -* * .V — A 12hVsX V
~" \ Vf Ho \ '

where the prime indicates a dummy variable of integration. E and ^
are constants in velocity space. The solution for is

-- Y^Y1'
x -*y

bstituting back into (

\ --

(6.8)

After substituting back into (6.6) the current is given by,

\ (6.9)

Combining with Ohm's law,

this leads to a conductivity tensor of the form,

\\NI^VM^KV *V^£\\ (6> 10)

The analysis of this tensor has the following essential features.

The solution can be split into two different cases, with or without an

external magnetic field. The solution of the second case is contained

in the first but the case of zero magnetic field is considerably simpler

and can be used to illustrate some of the essential features of both cases,



VsC\

We will restrict our attention to the case of longitudinal wave

motion, as this approximation is adequate for many applications, and in
particular for the class of electrostatic E ^ B drift instabilities of
interest in this thesis.

For the zero magnetic field case, the longitudinal component of
the conductivity tensor can be derived in terms of the function,
tabulated by Fried and Conte (1961), and derived at the end of chapter IV.

With B - 0,

V -

~\V.va-w-V£\

where Q.\n\ - <6-12'

In this case it is a relatively simple matter to work out the various
integrals needed. With the longitudinal component of the
conductivity tensor is,

_ (HctvoMy.-V«J\-\
\ VrVs -YSf\ (6.13)

where,

For completeness the solution of the non-zero magnetic field case
will be stated. It is a considerably more complicated matter to invert
the operator D in this case. D is inverted by considering it as the
time derivative following the unperturbed orbit with oollision added, of a

particle in phase space. The subsequent analysis leads to a longitudinal



VV>V

component of the conductivity tensor of the form,

V * - -A «
\V\V \ v-vl 1 (6.14)

where,

1 WvJ^_ Y*f\^

\^" - 1>aV.U>3"<K

(6.15)

and is the angle "between k and Bo.



Vlfb) Example of use of B.G.K. equation

The B.G.K. collision model will be used to examine the effect of

electron-ion collisions on an ion-acoustic wave. Strictly speaking of

course the B.G.K. is not suitable for considering the interaction between

charged particles, but it can be used in this case in the expectation

that with no resonant electrons to be considered the effect of a small

amount of collisions will be negligible, and it is not necessary to consider

the finer physical detail embodied in the Fokker—Planck model.

As a further simplification the case of .zer o external magnetic

field will be considered. Previously in this thesis the relative drift

between electrons and ions which is the source of energy for the

instability was considered to be due to the J5 X B drift discussed in

the introduction. In this problem the plasma is considered to consist

of a gas of electrons and ions with the ions assumed to have constant

drift velocity relative to the electrons. This is a conveniently simple

model for considering small collisions! effects on the ion-acoustic

instability.

The appropriate kinetic equation for the electrons is,

(6.16)
-vV.A -^\V HA«T\

M Ho 1

3arize, assuming that £ is a perturbed quantity and that perturbed
V V*sV . V-A

atities vary harmonically as v

~ i>N "uT~ (6*'7)

The solution of this equation is given in VI(a)



VvA

The dispersion relation obtained is,

where

(6.18)

V<v -
the cold ion approximation (6.19)

Equation (6.18) can he simplified by using the small argument expression

for Pried and Conte (1961)

\-xC + . . . • - - ^ (6. 20)

Using this expansion and keeping only lowest order terms, the disperion

relation is,

\ — ^ v \ \— «C\ A"*-WW v~ \ (6.21)

Let Vvl- and separate (6.21) into real and imaginary parts.

Using the fact that ^
Real.

\ - v V
v^vWt Vr (6,22)
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Imaginary.

•V- ^ AA
W\V^v \tW*VA V W* V WvVio\

(6.23)

Solving (6.22)

VWv -V ^

^ \v\x
V̂

an ion acoustic wave (6.24)

Substituting these into (6.23) to solve for the growth rate of the

instability^

1 ^V^vvVMON

I \-V V* I \- "T
yrV V

(6.25)

I \ -"V* X
vS^A i ^ W~ \

The introduction of electron—ion collisions produces little change in

the growth rate of the instability.



VII Conclusion

The randomizing effect of a small amount of electron-electron

collisions on the coherence of Bernstein electron resonances has been

investigated. A formal solution of the Fokker-Planck collision model has

been used and a comprehensive treatment given, suitable to the plasma

problem under consideration. Using an asymptotic treatment, an analytic

solution has been derived for the characteristic integral involved in the

formal solution. The Aspersion relation was derived and discussed for

the two temperature regimes of physical interest, Te T^ and Te = T^.

A criterion by which collisions damp out the electron resonances has been

confirmed and expressions for the growth rates of unstable waves are

presented, with collisions added. In line with previous work on

randomizing effects, as discussed in the introduction, for example, a

gradient in the magnetic field, and non-linear effects, it is found that

these Bernstein resonances are highly susceptible to these effects, and

their coherence is quickly cestroyed by collision. We can represent

the effect of collisions in an analogous way to the way non-linear effects

are shown by equation (1.4) of the introduction.

The characteristic integral (Appendix 18), of this work can be taken

for this purpose to be^

where bJ - Vxi — *



Following Bernstein (1958) we can transform this integral "by using the

identity,

Q.
{V uao \ ^\<\-nX

L-A (7.2)

where is the Bessel function of the first kind of

imaginary argument, Hence,

(7.3)

and there are electron resonances when .

1=

U3 -V rv A. — \ <T"\r t o (7.4)

Comparing with the analogous equations representing non-linear effects,

"but with drift omitted,

VjO t\JV- "V \ - C) (7.5)

and the effect of Gary and Sanderson (l970)t

^ <N Ji- V L - O (1.6)
XXL
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These effects have a similar mathematical form and all reduce the

growth rate of the beam cyolotron instability.

Using the simpler B.G.K. collision model to investigate the effeot of

electron-ion collisions on the ion acoustic instability we have shown that

these collisions have a small effect on the growth rate.



Appendix

Method of steepest descents

In the evaluation of the integral (4*19) 'the method used is that of

steepest descents, Jeffreys and Jeffreys (1946). This is an asymptotic

method which can "be applied to the integrals of the form,

__

A_- -Vt (1)

where "V is large, real and positive and is analytic. It consists

of an asymptotic expansion of I in powers of 1 , If

a good approximation is given "by the first term in this expansion in which

case^

\\
(2)

where is a stationary point of , i.e. it is found "by solving

the equation >

(3)



When, as with the integral of interest in chapter IV, there is more than

one root of (3) the correct procedure . is to sum the various contributions

made at each of the stationary points. The angle Of is found by solving,

1 (4)

\C<
where

Example

4 (a IC^ 4 a

is large, real and positive, the short-wavelength limit. To

apply the method of steepest descents the stationary points of^

"\ _-y\
are required.

Evaluation of stationary points

Let it-and -"V to make equation dimensionless then,

-\\\^ (6)



The stationary points are given by,

VV£\ - ^ *«- o^--o

I
Divide by * _ and sum,XvvV"

^ V qxa^VSN-O ViiW^ "\otvS- ^

Let and rewrite,

V ^ - O (7)

The method of steepest descent requires that we solve in complex plane.

Let ^i\lv\V and separate (j) into real and imaginary parts.

Real

■L. ^ OVNVX \USOVXo\«Vx>| \ z. O

W C8)

Imaginary

*L V.VWV WOONK Ox«W — Ox^M 0v^V\ VO^N>T\ - o
(9)

Examining (9) first

J^X
~ O implies \X — no physical significance from

inspection of integral



or (JHW ~ Ov*V (10)

Prom Sanderson and Priest (1972) it is known that the solution of (10) in

the collisionless case is "Vs" \ *N- * ------ .
ox.

Look for solutions of (10) as a small perturbation of this solution, That

is solutions of the form

I - TLfCft V S>\X -V"\\v

i.e. ft- x.^lv vV^vS V\\v (11)

Substitute (11) into (10)

Take — <*>^f\VSvk-VS^ — \

o^Y\>» = \mn \ "A^V-Ws
Prom (10) c c It "N (12)V* U^VS\

First order solution is Vl-o

Substitute into (8) and to first order in %\

^ (13)

butthat is

Hence



It is valid to take -V = 1.T\W x *\5. OxVNW ' •

as a solution for the purposes of the problem in question.

We cannot directly apply result (2) to I in its present form. The

method essentially selects the first term in an asymptotic expansion of

the integral in terms of a power x It involves evaluation of the

non-exponential pants of the integral at the stationary points of

OurVV>f\ — ^ which are at =
_-hvY x ^

integrand includes terms of the form which would give no

contribution or evaluation at For such terms one

requires higher order contributions in the asymptotic expansion. It is

possible to get around this difficulty by rewriting I in the form,

—^^ ^ 4S
v«r*A>\

(14)



t«s>

substitute back into the integral and integrate the second part of the

integral by parts. Collecting the terms to the lowest order of

X - 'tvo V—
J*- (16)

Rewriting as,

(17)

r* —*
linearize the denominator \w WrT \. and again

integrate by parts to obtain,

This integral can be treated by the method of steepest descents.

Eaoh stationary point at "Vs gives a contribution of the form
-*"3L

equation (2)

^
whereTA- - (19)
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w ere the angle of equation (2) is equal to zero, because is

real.

By inspection of X. the major contributions occur for fy

small, take

The general term becomes,

AV
\ (20)

Bumming as a geometric progression gives,

4*L ^

and hence

\ ~ -Wrt \
A. —- \ \ — ^\. v v
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